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Abstract
TwitterCoin-X (TCX) is a revolutionary cryptocurrency token built on the BSC blockchain, designed to
provide a seamless and rewarding experience for its community members. TCX operates as a reflections
token, offering rewards paid out in Dogecoin (DOGE) to its holders. Additionally, TCX introduces an
innovative feature called NFT staking, enabling NFT owners to earn more TCX and, consequently, more
DOGE.

1. Introduction
Cryptocurrencies have gained significant traction in recent years, but many lack the community-focused
approach necessary for long-term sustainability. TwitterCoin-X (TCX) seeks to address this issue by
leveraging the popularity and influence of social media giant Twitter, and combining it with the power of
blockchain technology and decentralized finance (DeFi). By aligning incentives, TCX creates a vibrant
ecosystem where community members are rewarded for their participation and engagement at a rate far
above the industry standard.

2. Reflections Token and Dogecoin Rewards
TCX operates as a reflections token, meaning that holders automatically receive a portion of each
transaction directly into their wallets. This mechanism encourages individuals to hold their TCX tokens, as
they passively earn additional tokens over time. The rewards, however, are not distributed in TCX, but
rather in Dogecoin, a well-established cryptocurrency known for its community-driven ethos and viral
appeal.

The rewards are calculated based on a percentage of each transaction's value, and they are distributed
proportionally to the TCX holders. This model ensures that as the TCX community grows, so does the
overall reward pool, providing an incentive for users to remain invested in the token and actively
contribute to its success.

3. NFT Staking
One of the distinguishing features of TwitterCoin-X is its integration of non-fungible tokens (NFTs) into the
ecosystem. NFTs have gained immense popularity for their ability to represent unique digital assets, such
as artwork, collectibles, and virtual real estate. TCX takes this a step further by introducing NFT staking,
an innovative concept that allows NFT owners to earn additional TCX tokens.

NFT staking works by locking the NFT in a smart contract for a predetermined period. During this period,
the NFT owner receives a proportionate amount of TCX tokens based on the staking duration and the
rarity/value of the NFT. The more valuable and rare the NFT, the higher the TCX rewards. This
incentivizes NFT collectors to acquire and stake unique assets, thereby increasing the scarcity and value
of both the NFT and the TCX ecosystem as a whole.



4. Tokenomics and Distribution

Total supply: 100,000,000,000,000 TCX
Minimum Hold Amount: 10,000,000 TCX

The total supply of TwitterCoin-X is fixed at 1 trillion tokens, with no additional tokens to be minted in the
future. A minimum of 10,000,000 tokens must be held in order to receive DOGE rewards.

Initial distribution of TCX is as
follows:

● Presale: 25%
● Burn: 50%
● Liquidity: 15%
● CEX: 10%

A 10% tax on all sales and
purchases of TCX is distributed
as follows:

● Rewards: 5%
● Marketing: 4%
● Community: 1%

The allocation of tokens and tax ensures a fair and balanced distribution among early supporters, while
also securing the necessary resources for development, marketing, and liquidity. TCX has implemented
safeguards to prevent large token holders from exerting excessive control over the ecosystem,
maintaining a healthy balance between decentralization and sustainability.



5. Roadmap

Phase One
✅Website and Branding
✅Social Media Channels
✅Audit
🚫Fair Launch
🚫Twitter Blue
🚫Social Media Marketing
🚫CoinGecko and CoinMarketCap

Phase Two
🚫Forming strategic partnerships
🚫Community/ Team Building
🚫Airdrops
🚫NFT Staking
🚫Yield Farming
🚫5k Twitter Followers
🚫5k Telegram Members

Phase Three
🚫Twitter Tip Bot Integration
🚫Listing on Major Exchange
🚫Influencer Marketing
🚫Further Partnerships
🚫Meme Competitions
🚫Buyback and Burn
🚫Further Ecosystem Development

Conclusion
TwitterCoin-X (TCX) combines the power of reflections tokenomics, Dogecoin rewards, and NFT staking
to create a vibrant and community-driven cryptocurrency ecosystem. By revolutionizing the way rewards
are distributed and incorporating NFTs, TCX provides an unparalleled opportunity for users to actively
participate, contribute, and benefit from their involvement. Through decentralized governance and
continuous innovation, TwitterCoin-X aims to revolutionize the cryptocurrency space and set new
standards for community-backed digital currencies. Join the TwitterCoin-X movement today and become
a part of the decentralized revolution!


